
Art lesson 1 – creating zentangles 

This week, we’re going to be looking at the Zentangle Method and using it to create a 

piece of artwork based on your surroundings. 

Creating Zentangles can have lots of benefits, especially if you’re feeling a bit run down, 

stressed or anxious. They are quite easy to learn and can be a brilliant way to sit and relax. 

You don’t need to be amazing at drawing to create Zentagles either. There’s no set way 

for it to look and no two Zentangles will look the same. 

 

Getting started you will need: 

- Something to draw on like paper, card, the patio... anything (as long as you have 

permission!) 

- Pencil (it’s always best to use a pencil first and then go over it with a pen once 

you’re happy with your pattern 

- Something to add colour like pencils, felt pens, gel pens, highlighters, paints, 

anything at all. 

You don’t need to stick with paper or card either, you can try these on lots of different 

surfaces or even use a computer to see if you can create patters there.  

What’s the purpose of a Zentangle? 

They’re fun to do but there’s also a focus on create patterns in order to ‘block out’ your 

other thoughts, they can be a really simple way to escape if you’re feeling stressed. Some 

people say that it has a similar effect to meditation. You might have tried colouring 

Zentangle patterns in before as they are often found in mindfulness colouring books.  

 

 

 



How to create your Zentangles 

Step 1- experimenting with pattern. 

Zentangle patterns are often refered to as ‘tangles’. They are usually made using wiggly or 

straight lines, circles and other simple geometric shapes. On a piece of paper, draw a set of 

shapes; they could be triangles, rectangles, squares or even circles. In each shape, have a 

go at creating a repeating pattern. Look at the ones below for ideas but the list is endless. 

 

 

The purpose of this to have a go at practising 

filling in a Zentangle and to find some patterns 

that you like. You might find quite quickly that 

you don’t like a pattern and it’s fine to leave it 

and try another one. Miss Booth didn’t like her 

first pattern and moved onto another box to 

experiment instead. 

 

 

If you’re struggling for pattern inspiration, take a few minutes to go for a pattern hunt. Miss 

Booth found a few things around the house to use as inspiration but the garden is also a 

fantastic place to find patterns, if you have one. They can be hidden almost anywhere: a 

candle, bags, a dream catcher, cushions, clothing, toys, the list is endless! If you go for a 

walk see if you can find any patterns in nature. You can see Miss Booth’s examples on the 

next page. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Step 3 – drawing and creating a simple Zentangle picture 



When you’re ready to move onto the next step you could try and split a larger piece of 

paper into different shapes or even draw something simple (outlines of shapes only) and 

then fill in the spaces with different patterns to create your own piece of zentangle artwork. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you have filled in your Zentangle, you can start to add some colour if 

you wish or you could just use a pencil to shade or pick out different bits.  

 


